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Pandemic-induced 
breaches of financial 
covenants in financing 
agreements  

In Germany as well as other European and non-Euro-
pean economies, financing/facility/loan agreements 
often include certain financial covenants (including 
debt to equity ratios, interest and cash-flow covers, 
EBIT/EBITDA figures or margins etc.). This applies re-
gardless of whether the underlying financing agree-
ments are based on LMA standard documents or on 
internal bank templates. 

The obligation to comply with specified requirements as a refer-
ence point - Financial Covenants 
It goes without saying that these covenants are heavily influenced by the operational 
performance of the company that acts as borrower and, under certain circumstances, 
the company or companies that act as guarantors. 
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If set correctly, tests undertaken with respect to covenants will indicate early signs 
that a business is not performing as planned. Breaches of objective covenants can 
therefore be a more comfortable default for lenders to rely on without risk of chal-
lenge or need to prove subjective elements, including materiality. 

Given the financial character of the covenants, loss of income and deterioration in as-
set values are very likely to negatively affect financial covenant compliance. 

Given the developments caused by the Pandemic and the impact that they have on 
the financial performance of many companies or businesses, covenant breaches have 
become much more likely. 

As we have seen during the last weeks and months, the Pandemic and the measures 
implemented to control it are bringing about numerous circumstances, which, either 
individually or collectively, can easily cause a significant deterioration of financial per-
formance and financial ratios, which may in turn lead to a breach of covenants, such 
as: 

 lockdown obligations hindering companies to continue business,  

 loss of income caused by legislative measures, in particular for owners of real es-
tate,  

 disruptions in the supply chain,  

 a general decrease in customer demand or change in customer behavior as such,  

 an increase in accruals to be made for default and,  

 last but not least, a decrease in the market price of investments or assets held or 
impairment losses caused by doubts related to the prospects or recoverability of 
financial or nonfinancial assets. 
 

Lenders may have been or be kept waiting, however, as many covenants come with 
test dates, and, depending on the individual agreement, can relate to figures for full 
financial years, quarters or (presumably most prevalent), rolling LTM figures. Moreo-
ver, covenants are commonly backward looking and do not necessarily reflect future 
outlook or prospects. 

At least in many parts of Continental Europe, Q1 figures did only to a limited extent 
reflect the economic downturn caused by the Pandemic.  

This will, however, change considerably for Q2 and when Q2 figures will be available - 
and potentially need to be submitted to Lenders. 

Despite the fact that in recent years, rather borrower-friendly markets have often re-
sulted in “cov-lite” facility or loan agreements which provided for covenants of which 
Lenders and Borrowers believed may never be triggered except in extreme circum-
stances, many Lenders and Borrowers may now be facing a situation in which such ex-
treme circumstances crystallize. 

If Borrowers predict breaches, they may have contractual rights to cure by equity in-
jection or be able to raise subordinated group debt to apply in partial prepayment, 
failing which they may be facing extraordinary termination rights at the side of the 
Lenders or other “unpleasant” consequences as provided for in the underlying finan-
cial agreements and/or need to enter into negotiations with Lenders with the aim of 
discussing potential solutions, holiday periods, a reset of covenants, etc. 

To the extent that has not been dealt with, yet, borrowers, shareholders and/or spon-
sors should therefore take action immediately and in particular consider the following 
possible steps: 
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Check agreements for definitions, test dates and financial infor-
mation to be made available 
Borrowers should take a close look at their financing documentation and the relevant 
definitions used therein including those related to test dates and financial information 
to be made available to the Lender. In case of a potential covenant breach, Borrowers 
make sure that they have used all available add-backs (and pro forma application 
thereof), exceptions and exclusions –there may be room for avoiding a covenant 
breach by way of proper (re-)calculation. 

Assess consequences of a potential breach, look for mitigation 
potential, evaluate possibilities 
Borrowers should analyze the clauses included in the financing documentation to de-
termine Lender’s rights and mitigation potential.  

A breach of financial covenants constitutes an event of default, unless the Borrower 
can make use of an equity cure or take other steps to event the default.  

Some loan agreements may include covenant clauses that are not based on financial 
ratios, making the determination of whether a breach is given more subjective. Some 
clauses could trigger an acceleration of repayment if, for example, the company’s 
share price falls or the value of assets provided as collateral decreases. 

Other clauses may be less definitive – e.g. a loan agreement may give the lender the 
right to demand immediate repayment when the borrower experiences ‘significant fi-
nancial difficulties’. However, this term may not be clearly defined in the loan agree-
ment and Borrowers will need to exercise judgement to determine whether a breach 
has occurred or will occur.  

Although some lenders may be reluctant to rely on the often vague language of Mate-
rial Adverse Effect or MAE-clauses in order to terminate a loan, there is a risk that the 
Pandemic will be qualified as an event which may cause lenders to make use of MAE-
clauses. 

Where an event of default has already occurred or is likely to occur, this may also lead 
to undrawn loan commitments no longer being available and, especially in the case of 
revolving credit facilities, to the lenders denying a rollover of the current drawings. Es-
pecially where a loan is not rolled-over at the end of the interest period, but has to be 
repaid, this can lead to considerable liquidity issues. 

Cross default provisions, which can be found in many financing agreements, can be an 
issue and should therefore be analyzed, as well, based on the circumstances of the in-
dividual and specific case. 

Evaluate the company’s ability to eventually maintain compli-
ance with covenants 
Depending on the situation, a voluntary prepayment of an amortising facility at the 
right time may help and be sufficient to prevent a breach. Another solution to de-
crease (net) debt or (as the case may be, if so agreed) increase EBITDA can be for the 
borrower’s shareholder or sponsor to inject additional equity.  

It must be noted, however, that generally speaking, a so-called equity cure by means 
of an equity injection is typically only made after the covenant breach has already oc-
curred, as a way to cure the breach, rather than to prevent it. Whether and to what 
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extent an equity cure can be an option will depend on the clauses in the financing 
documentation, as will the application of the equity injection and potential limitations. 

Covenant holiday or waiver 
Borrowers with an expected one-off breach of covenant may seek a simple waiver of 
that breach. Based on the financing documentation, a waiver will require the Lender’s 
approval and, in the event that there are several Lenders, in most events the approval 
of (at least) the majority of Lenders.  

Making use of a covenant waiver can also trigger additional fees, i.e. a waiver fee, but 
also an increase in the interest margin.  

As an alternative to the waiver option, as part of which the Borrower proposes to con-
tinue testing covenants but secures a waiver of breaches on certain test dates, bor-
rowers may also propose a holiday, i.e. not to test the financial covenants for certain 
test dates.  

Borrowers should be mindful when proposing certain waiver or a holiday period and 
take the uncertainties associated with the Pandemic into consideration - Lenders will 
not be too fond of waivers which given the uncertainty, are considered too long, hav-
ing to ask for repetitive waivers will not do any good, either, both from a tactical as 
well as from an administrative point of view or timing wise. 

Covenant reset 
The situation and associated negotiations can be substantially more complicated in 
the event that a borrower anticipates multiple and continuous covenant breaches, for 
example because of the Pandemic.  

As it is the case for other expected breaches, in these constellations, it can be useful 
to discuss a covenant reset with the lenders, to avoid having to ask for subsequent 
waivers. 

When considering a request for a covenant reset, lenders will likely require seeing an 
updated plan and financial model. Therefore, prior to speaking to the lenders, meticu-
lous analyses should be undertaken to develop a strategy.  

A reset process will typically take substantially more time than a simple one-off cove-
nant waiver request. Also, when faced with a request for a covenant reset, Lenders 
can take a robust approach. Additionally, when renegotiating the covenant levels, 
lenders may in turn request an amendment to other terms of the financing documen-
tation, or implement other protective features (lockup for excess cash or cash sweep, 
adjustments to pricing terms, etc.). Also in this constellation, an amendment fee may 
be triggered. 

Make use of financial aid, grants and subsidies, state back loans 
Depending on the quality, timing, magnitude and background of the breach, it may 
also be possible to assess possibilities of obtaining other financial grants or subsidies, 
including state backed loans under the KFW programs. As under the applicable terms 
and conditions, state backed loans must be routed through commercial banks any-
how, existing options, if any, should be made part of the discussions with the lenders. 

Consider reporting and other issues 
The approval by lenders will often be made subject to increased reporting obligations, 
be it through enhanced reporting or regular update calls, additional liquidity tests, in-
creased pricing and may be associated with a request for further collateral, such as 
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shareholder guarantees or disclosure of “silent” assignments. It is also important to 
keep an eye on the existing situation of collateralisation of assets for the benefit of 
other - also future – lenders in order to avoid any breaches of duty in relation to 
them. 

Realistic timeplan 
Timing wise, borrowers who may be in breach as well as their shareholders/sponsors 
should try to leave sufficient room to discuss and negotiate with their lenders. In that 
context, effects of the Pandemic for Lenders’ businesses and internal organization 
should be taken into consideration, as should the sometimes lengthy timelines for ob-
taining KfW loans or other financial grants or subsidies.  

Borrowers should seek consultations with their lenders at an early stage to reach an 
agreement before financial covenants are breached or event of defaults arise. Such an 
approach may also have the advantage of making it less easy for lenders to invoke 
grounds for termination at a later stage in the negotiations. 

Be mindful of effects for financial statements 
Apart from the steps described hereinabove, companies acting as borrowers should 
also analyze what effects a breach of covenants may have on their IFRS financial state-
ments, be it in terms of classification as current versus noncurrent and/or specific dis-
closures. A significant deterioration in obligors’ operating results and financial posi-
tions can lead to the related debt becoming repayable on demand before the contrac-
tual maturity date, and also lead to a need for reporting on the basis of a current ra-
ther than non-current classification at the reporting date. 

Be mindful of effects for audit 
An expected covenant breach can, depending on its magnitude, also lead to a situa-
tion in which auditors raise doubts as to whether they can continue to apply a going 
concern premise. A potential qualification of company accounts can give rise to other 
consequences. 

Understand the regulatory requirements 
Also, when entering into discussions with Lenders, Borrowers should be aware of reg-
ulatory requirements for banks and the impact that waivers, moratoria, etc. may have 
on credit institutions. Such a review is in particular helpful in order to better assess 
one's own negotiating position vis-à-vis the credit institution. These relate to a variety 
of issues, from the effects that General payment moratoria und the EBA Guidelines 
(EBA/GL/2020/02), accounting and valuation related issues such as the effects for an 
impairment of financial instruments according to IFRS 9 in the quarterly financial 
statements of banks, the reporting of loans that have been postponed in financial re-
porting systems applicable to banks, the treatment of general payment moratoria un-
der Article 47b or Article 178 of the Capital Requirements Regulation, the distinction 
between normal loans and those subject to intensified management, etc. and cannot 
be described in detail, here. 
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Conclusion 
To the extent this has not been done yet, in view of the economic effects of the Pan-
demic, many of which will crystallize when Q2 figures will become available and have 
to be submitted to lenders, borrowers should take action now. 

Deloitte Legal has experts who can support you in your negotiations with lenders and 
assist you in the legal implementation of all measures and restructuring of your fi-
nancing documentation. Deloitte's cross-functional consulting approach also enables 
Deloitte Legal to call in specialists from other areas relevant to your financing, such as 
debt advisory, at any time and thus offer your company the best possible advice. 
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